
PAR EverServ PixelPoint Enterprise POS System
Now your restaurants can increase table turns, improve customer service and
generate incremental revenue with today’s cost effective enterprise cloud
computing software.

PAR has been a leading provider of restaurant technology for more than 30
years, offering solutions for the full spectrum of restaurant operations, frommulti-unit
table service restaurants to QSR chains. PAR products help restaurant operators better
manage their money, materials, people and the guest experience. PAR has over
50,000 installations in 110 countries worldwide.

A great way to reduce operating costs and drive more revenue to the
bottom-line is to deploy the PAR EverServ PixelPoint point-of-sale (POS) and
back office enterprise system. As your business grows, (while at the same time
controlling costs) the “PAR as a Service” (PaaS) program will benefit your
growth strategy. With new PixelPoint V12, managing restaurant operations is
even easier with more choices and capabilities to run your business better.

The Total Restaurant Enterprise Cloud Solution
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PAR EverServ PixelPoint POS V12 Benefits
• Reduced Initial Investment—The PixelPoint POS software license is now available as a
subscription option (monthly fee). Restaurants will now have the option of experiencing a
proven, full-feature PixelPoint POS through a low monthly fee or a traditional lump-sum
initial perpetual license option.

• SimplifiedWeb-based Activation—PixelPoint V12.0 and all future versions can be activated
and licensed faster and easier with new Web-based procurement and management tools.

• Extended Mobil POS Capabilities—PixelPoint makes it a perfect fit for extending
POS mobility to wait staff using the latest tablets and enables online ordering (via
third-parties) from consumer smartphones. PAR WebView also provides mobile access
to HeadOffice Cloud dashboards and reports for restaurant operators and managers.

• Advanced Security, Compliance and Fiscal Features—A new and extensive set of con-
figurable security and compliance features provides the flexibility that POS integrators and
customers need to meet the ever-changing global payment, fiscal and labor compliance
demands.

• Enhanced Third-Party Integration—With an increased suite of APIs, PixelPoint V12
offers an expanded list of interfaces and peripherals to enable customers and system
integrators to build their own extensions with PixelPoint POS at the core.

• More Accessible Enterprise Reporting—The new HeadOffice Cloud for PixelPoint
enables companies with multiple stores to cost effectively deploy an enterprise above
store solution with a software-as-a-service (SaaS) subscription-based license—avoiding
much of the upfront investment associated with a traditional software license.

• Improved Reporting—PixelPoint V12.0 includes a new QueryBuilder tool to
simplify the creation of custom ad-hoc data queries. In addition, more than 50
standard reports have been added to the report library.

24-7 Hospitality Technology is a nationwide restaurant management
systems provider that has supported thousands of systems in the
hospitality and restaurant industries for almost a decade.

24-7 Hospitality Technology
is an exclusive authorized reseller
of PAR EverServ® hardware, soft-
ware and services.

" The robust PAR PixelPoint cloud-
based solution is for operators who
want a back-end server to support
the cloud. It provides real-time,
enterprise-wide access for data from
any web-enabled device (PCs, iPads,
mobile phones) easier PCI compli-
ance and less IT management."

Phil Audino
CFO

Franklin Restaurant Group
Boston, MA

24-7 Hospitality
TechnologyLLC

® ®



Multiple Service Modes—
PixelPoint allows you to configure the
POS station for specific job functions.
By matching the user interface to
requirements of the position, employ-
ees are able to operate faster and with
fewer mistakes. PixelPoint enables
operators to run multiple service
modes within the same restaurant
environment.
• Table Service
• Quick Service
• Bar Service
• Cashier Service
• Delivery and Pickup Service
• Host(ess) Service

Labor Management—
Keep your labor costs in check and
increase employee performance by
effectively managing your time and
attendance information. PixelPoint
allows you to modify role-based per-
missions, create multiple job positions
for each employee and even forecast
staffing levels.
• Time and Attendance
• Clock In/Out Authorization
• Overtime Agent
• Shift Rules
• Employee Scheduling
• Multiple Permission Settings

Extensive Ordering Options—
Ensures orders are accurately and effi-
ciently entered and sent to the kitchen.
• Suggestive Setting Prompts
• Auto Combo Recognition
• Coupon Groups
• Course Ordering
• Menu and Multi Menu
Configurations

• Future Orders
• Tips, Voids, Refunds and
Deposits

• Split Checks / Combine Checks
• Multiple Price Levels
• Online Ordering

• Members, Tabs and Loyalty Points
• Rentals, Gift Cards and Weighed
Items

Advance Manager
Functionality—
Provides Managers the tools necessary
to maximize employee performance
and sales from any terminal in
the restaurant.
• Auto End of Day Functions
• Alert Manager
• Cash Management
• Employee Contests
• Employee Announcements
• Till Assignment
• Training Mode
• Report Viewer
• Transfer All Checks
• Employee Performance Ratings
• Customizable Cashout Reports
• Over 250 Standard Reports

3rd Party Integration—
In addition to the wide array of features
and functionality included in PixelPoint
software, it easily integrates with com-
plimentary technology products and
services. PixelPoint currently integrates
with more than 160 market leading

hospitality products and services and is
constantly adding more.
• Liquor Pouring Systems
• Biometrics
• Caller ID
• Kitchen Display Systems
• Property Management
Software

• Ordering Confirmation
• Credit Card Processor Agnostic
• Paging Systems
• Bar Code Scanners

Table Management—
Intuitive information to help increase
table turns and improve customer flow.
• Table Sections
• Table Seating
• Reservations
• Bussing Commands

Security and Compliance—
Providing peace of mind that your
business is protected from theft and
security breaches.
• PCI PA-DSS Certified
• Employee Roles
• Void Tracking
• Enhanced Loss Prevention

Par Tech, Inc. (PAR), a wholly owned subsidiary of PAR Technology
Corporation, has built its more than three decades of success around
delivering advanced point-of-sale and enterprise back-office solutions
for restaurant operations worldwide.
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